Evolve yourself (and others) with Collective Intelligence
Experience our uniquely Aotearoa-New Zealand approach to peer-to-peer professional development, refined
by our founder, Ian ‘Harv’ Harvey, over the past 25 years.
Activate the power of collective intelligence and cognitive diversity in your daily life.
Tap into our ecosystem of competent and insightful people who support each other to lead change and
make a difference in the world.
As a member, you’ll meet face-to-face with your carefully curated team, for 6 days each year in a series
of facilitated workshops aimed at challenging your growth.

Be the change!
We’re proud BCorp-certified business wellbeing specialists who empower people to evolve, become more
effective, and have better relationships. We have a vision…that if each of us, in our corners of society, can create
enough space for change – take action now to disrupt what’s holding us back – we can collectively grow and
navigate a new, more regenerative future.

Diverse, self-lead, group learning
We select for diversity and our teams are drawn from 70+ industries and a multitude of backgrounds and life
experiences. We run a selection process to ‘make’ one of our facilitated teams (you must demonstrate the four
attributes shown above) and like any team, you’ll need to keep up the work to keep your place.

Work on your business and yourself
Teams meet 3 times a year around the country. Two workshops will focus on team members hosting the group to
work on themselves and their business, and one on a team development topic of the group’s choosing.

Safe sharing
We design safe environments for you and your team to develop, where confidentiality is paramount. Members
are matched with teams to ensure no conflicts of interest - so everyone can practise being vulnerable and share
freely.

Your investment
A $402.50 one-off joining fee plus an investment of $421.67/month (GST incl.), paid monthly. You cover your
accommodation and travel costs to get to meetings. Are you an SME or NGO? NZTE funding support may be
available to offset your fees, or you may qualify for our ‘Community Good’ fee ($364.17 /month).
"It challenges me to be the best version of 'me’ I can, and by my choice."
SENIOR MANAGER, ADVERTISING AGENCY

Challenge yourself to evolve, collaborate and collide in a fun, safe and respectful space

Collective Intelligence
www.collectiveintelligence.co.nz

INTERESTED?
Apply today via our website

06 280 0938
hello@collectiveintelligence.co.nz

